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The Location of Eden

The date and the nature of Noah's Flood are now
behind us, and pre-Flood Biblical chronology beck-
ons. Before venturing into chronology proper in
this early portion of the Biblical/historical narra-
tive it is necessary to get our geographical bear-
ings. Just as the Biblical narrative of the Exodus
and Conquest must be tied into the geographical
location of Egypt and Palestine to be properly un-
derstood, and just as the Biblical narrative of the
waning of the Flood must be tied into the geo-
graphical location of Ararat to be properly under-
stood, so the pre-Flood Biblical narrative (Genesis
1 through 6) must be tied into its proper geograph-
ical location to be properly understood.

The region called Eden is most conspicuous in
these early chapters; it appears to be the hub of
the events which they describe. The importance of
the geographical location of Eden to a correct un-
derstanding of the early chapters of Genesis seems
implicit in the narrative itself. In an otherwise

terse historical account, spanning more than one
and a half thousand years in just six short chap-
ters, a signi¯cant fraction of Chapter 2 is devoted
to the task of communicating where the events be-
ing described took place. Apparently the Author
of Scripture found the geographical setting of Eden
an important fact that we should know.

Potential Misconceptions

There are two widespread misconceptions a®ecting
the present study which must be dealt with right at
the start if we are to proceed in unison. The ¯rst
of these is in regard to the impact of the Flood
itself on the topography of the earth. The second
has to do with a mistaken equating of the Garden
of Eden with the region of Eden.

The Flood's impact on geography

A misconception which has arisen out of the cata-
clysmic Flood model, and which has been greatly
popularized by that model's modern proponents, is
that the topography of the earth was so dramati-
cally changed by the Flood that the geographical
indicators of the location of Eden in Genesis 2 can
no longer be used in the post-Flood world. As-
syria and the Euphrates river, mentioned in con-
nection with Eden in Genesis 2:14, for example,

are asserted, in this view, to correspond, not to
the Assyria and Euphrates river with which we
are all familiar from post-Flood history and ge-
ography, but rather to pre-Flood entities bearing
no geographical relationship to the post-Flood As-
syria and Euphrates. The post-Flood Assyria and
Euphrates, it is claimed, were named after the
pre-Flood Assyria and Euphrates by Noah's de-
scendants, who carried the names forward into the
post-Flood world, much as early settlers of Amer-
ica carried Old World place names with them to
their new homes.

We now know that this claim is false. The
obliteration of pre-Flood rivers and the forma-
tion of new post-Flood rivers would require entire
drainage basins to be restructured by the Flood.
An enormous quantity of earth and rock would
need to be moved around over the surface of the
earth to accomplish such a thing. The size and
placement of high mountains (whose meltwaters
feed rivers during the dry summer months) would
need to be profoundly altered, for example. But we
now know what the Flood was like, and we know
that it did none of these sorts of things.

This fact is most easily demonstrated using ar-
chaeological data. We know, from the Bible's own
chronology, when the Flood happened, and it is
unquestionably the case that many well-preserved
archaeological strata can be found in Palestine
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and elsewhere in the Near East which predate the
proper Biblical Flood date. We have repeatedly
seen that the Biblical date for the Flood coincides
with the close of the Chalcolithic in Palestine,1

which archaeological period it terminated. But
Chalcolithic and earlier archaeological strata are
abundant throughout the Near East.

Now if the action of the Flood was gentle enough
to preserve pre-Flood archaeological tells|which
are just big mounds of archaeological strata com-
posed mainly of dirt|how could it have been
violent enough to destroy high, rocky moun-
tains? Furthermore, how could it have reworked
the mountains and drainage basins while at the
same time preserving the pre-Flood archaeologi-
cal, layer-cake strata which are found upon these
mountains and within these drainage basins today?

The extra-Biblical claims about the violent tec-
tonic potency of the Flood arising out of the cat-
aclysmic Flood model are no longer credible. The
cataclysmic Flood model itself has been shown to
be false,2 and its assertions about how the Flood
profoundly altered Earth's topography should no
longer be given any credence.

Banished from the Garden

A second misconception a®ecting the present study
is that Adam and Eve were banished from the
Eden region after the Fall. This would then place
them (and the remainder of the pre-Flood Biblical
narrative) in some unde¯ned geographical setting
away from the Eden region after they had been
banished. But this is a misconception. It results
from an erroneous equating of Eden with the Gar-
den of Eden.

The Garden of Eden was just a garden in the
Eden region|it was not itself the whole of the
Eden region. This is clearly shown in Genesis
2:8 which says that the Garden was located \in
Eden"|not that the Garden was Eden. The Gar-
den of Eden probably occupied just a few acres
in the Eden region since it was tended initially by
Adam alone.3

1Gerald E. Aardsma, \Radiocarbon Dating Noah's
Flood," The Biblical Chronologist 3.6 (November/December
1997): 1{11.

2Gerald E. Aardsma, \Research in Progress," The Bibli-
cal Chronologist 2.4 (July/August 1996): 9{14.

3Genesis 2:15.

Adam and Eve were banished from the Garden
of Eden (Genesis 3:23{24) only, not the entireEden
region. The narrative implies in several ways that
they continued to dwell in the Eden region. For
example, the cherubim appointed to guard the way
to the Tree of Life4 was stationed at the east of the
Garden, not east of the entire Eden region. The
fact that the cherubim had to guard the Garden to
keep Adam and Eve out implies that they were still
living local to the Garden, and this would mean
that they continued to live in the Eden region in
which the garden was situated.

Another example is furnished by the emigration
of Cain. The text seems to imply that he went out
from the Eden region when he was banished for
the murder of Abel. Genesis 4:16 informs us that
he \went out from the presence of the Lord, and

settled. . . east of Eden".

Thus the Eden region appears to be the proper
geographical setting of the central thread of the
Biblical narrative from Adam to Noah. This set-

ting is established early in Genesis 2, and no
change of setting is indicated until the ark comes
to rest upon the mountains of Ararat following the
Flood.

Biblical Details

Because of the detailed description of the geo-
graphical location of the Garden of Eden recorded
in Genesis 2:10{14 it is possible to locate this re-
gion with considerable con¯dence on a map of the
world today. The only caveat is that one must not
suppose that the topography and climate of the re-
gion in question are today identical to those which
pertained some seven thousand years ago when the

events of Genesis 2 took place. With this in mind,
comparison of the Biblical description with mod-
ern world geography quickly reveals that Eden is,
in fact, obviously to be identi¯ed with southeast-
ern Iraq|the land at the head of the Persian Gulf.
This conclusion is arrived at as follows.

The mention of Assyria and the Euphrates river
in Genesis 2:14 provides a very quick, rough loca-
tion of Eden. This allows the region of interest to
be immediately restricted to that of modern-day
Iraq.

4Genesis 3:24.
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Identi¯cation of the Hiddekel river (Genesis
2:14; KJV) with the Tigris follows immediately
from its association with Assyria in verse 14 and
further strengthens this identi¯cation. The fact
that the Tigris and Euphrates °ow in separate
channels until they reach southeastern Iraq (just
below Qurna) restricts the location of Eden fur-
ther to this southeastern region. This follows from
the fact that Genesis 2:10 informs us that these
rivers were joined in the Eden region.

The Gihon river of verse 13, and the Pishon river
of verse 11 cannot be equated with their modern
counterparts with certainty today. Too little in-
formation is given in the Biblical descriptions and
too many changes to climate and drainage patterns
have taken place in the intervening seven thousand
years to allow certainty. But it is still possible to
make some probable identi¯cations, and these tend
to corroborate southeastern Iraq as the location of
Eden.

A dry riverbed crossing the Arabian Peninsula
toward the head of the Persian Gulf has recently

been identi¯ed in satellite photographs.5 This ap-
pears to be a good candidate for the Pishon river
at the present time.6 The river which once occu-
pied this bed °owed into southeastern Iraq from
the west.

Two rivers °ow into southeastern Iraq from the
east today. These are the Kerakh (or Karkheh)
and the Karun, both of which drain the western
side of Iran. The Gihon is very probably to be
identi¯ed with one of these, or possibly even a hy-
pothetical ancient con°uence of the two.

Thus the modern topography of southeastern
Iraq is seen to adequately satisfy the geograph-
ical description of the location of Eden given in
Genesis 2. No other geographical location on the
entire globe does so. There thus seems little rea-
son to doubt that southeastern Iraq is the modern
equivalent of the Biblical Eden region.

Clarifying Genesis 2

This geographical identi¯cation of Eden, not sur-
prisingly, immediately clari¯es two otherwise ob-

5Molly Dewsnap, \How to Find a River|No Di-
vining Rod Needed" Biblical Archaeology Review 22.4
(July/August 1996): 55.

6James A. Sauer, \The River Runs Dry" Biblical Archae-
ology Review 22.4 (July/August 1996): 52{54,57,64.

scure passages in the narrative of Genesis 2. The
¯rst passage has to do with the description of the
joining of the rivers in Genesis 2:10, and the second
deals with the lack of rainfall and the \mist" which
used to rise from the ground in Genesis 2:5{6.

The meaning of Genesis 2:10

Genesis 2:10 is translated today (NASB):

Now a river °owed out of Eden to water
the garden; and from there it divided and
became four rivers.

I think it is not uncommon for this verse to be
understood to mean that a river was sourced (from
a spring) in the Garden of Eden, and that after the
spring water had °owed out of the Garden it di-
vided into four separate branches which became
the Tigris, Euphrates, Pishon, and Gihon rivers.
In this view one should look for Eden at the source
waters of these four rivers rather than at their con-
°uence.

But such a view immediately encounters two
problems. First, the Tigris and Euphrates rivers

do not source from the same point today, and nei-
ther do the other rivers mentioned above. And sec-
ond, rivers in general just don't behave this way.

Rivers don't generally start to °ow from a sin-
gle point and then branch out. In fact it is the
usual case that even a single river will source its
water from a large number of di®erent points scat-
tered over a large geographical region, these di®er-
ent branches then joining together. A glance at a
map of the Mississippi river will quickly illustrate
this point for example. Rivers don't generally start
at a single point and divide into major branches
downstream, as this view requires; rather, their
separate branches and tributaries °ow together as
one goes downstream.

Connecting the Biblical description of the loca-

tion of Eden to its modern geographical counter-
part quickly clari¯es the intended meaning of this
verse. The river which watered the Garden ofEden
resulted from the con°uence of these four rivers;
it was not the source of them. Its modern coun-
terpart is the Shatt al-Arab|although it must be
emphasized that the Shatt al-Arab may not be
°owing in the same bed as its ancient, Biblically
recorded predecessor. The correct understanding
of the verse appears to be:
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Now a river °owed out of [the] Eden [re-
gion, which river served] to water the gar-
den; and from there [the Eden region] it
divided and became four rivers.

This view is illustrated in Figure 1.

The meaning of Genesis 2:5{6

The geographical identi¯cation of Eden with
southeastern Iraq impacts our understanding of
Genesis 2:5{6 also. And, interestingly, when these
verses are properly understood they further sub-
stantially strengthen the claim that Eden was lo-
cated in southeastern Iraq. These verses are trans-
lated (NASB):

Now no shrub of the ¯eld was yet in the
earth, and no plant of the ¯eld had yet
sprouted, for the Lord God had not sent
rain upon the earth; and there was no
man to cultivate the ground. But a mist
used to rise from the earth and water the
whole surface of the ground.

The meaning of these verses seems very obscure
and even internally inconsistent at ¯rst reading.
These verses, when read together with those which
precede them in Genesis 1 and 2, seem to say
that there were no plants on earth because God
hadn't started the present hydrological cycle in-
volving rainfall yet. But then they say the whole
surface of the ground was watered by a mist which
rose up from the earth. This seems somewhat
confusing. If the ground was watered by a mist,
wouldn't that have served to grow the plants?

This is made further confusing by the knowl-
edge we have from Genesis 1:11{13 that plants had
already been created on the third Creation Day.
Why have these plants disappeared from the nar-
rative in Genesis 2:5?

I suggest that the proper answer to such ques-
tions is that these verses are not talking about the
global hydrological cycle, and that they are not
talking about plants in general. I suggest that
confusion concerning the meaning of these verses
arises out of a failure to recognize that the per-
spective of the narrative changes from panoramic
to a very geographically localized one beginning at
verse 5. I suggest that there is a complete break in
the narrative and change in perspective beginning

Figure 1: Schematic representation (not to scale)
of the region of Eden according to Genesis 2.

at Genesis 2:5. The preceding verses, starting at
Genesis 1:1, have dealt with the Creation of the
earth and cosmos. The perspective of these ear-
lier verses is obviously panoramic. But, I suggest,

Genesis 2:4 terminates that section of the narra-
tive, and from Genesis 2:5 onward the perspective
changes to a very local one.

We have just seen that the setting of the gar-
den of Eden, described in verses 10 through 14,
is in southeastern Iraq. This setting, I suggest,
also applies to verses 5 through 9. The climate
of southeastern Iraq is desert. That is why rain
is lacking in verse 5. The plants \of the ¯eld", I
suggest, should be understood to mean cultivated,
agricultural plants, such as rye and barley. These
could not grow by themselves in the desert where
there was too little rainfall. Their cultivation there
would require arti¯cial irrigation|the construc-
tion of shallow canals to conduct water from the

rivers out to the ¯elds|and this would require hu-
man involvement. Verse 5 (\Now no shrub of the
¯eld was yet in the earth, and no plant of the ¯eld
had yet sprouted, for the Lord God had not sent
rain upon the earth; and there was no man to cul-
tivate the ground.") is simply informing us that
the setting of this new portion of the narrative is
in the uninhabited desert.

Verse 6 (\But a mist used to rise from the
earth and water the whole surface of the ground.")
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is telling us more about the new, changed set-
ting of the narrative. The NASB notes that the
word translated as \mist" might also be translated
\°ow". Verse 6 then reads \But a °ow used to rise
from the earth and water the whole surface of the
ground." While it is very di±cult to see what a
mist rising from the earth might be referring to,
it is easy to see what a °ow rising from the earth
corresponds to if the setting is near the Persian
Gulf in southeastern Iraq. It then naturally refers,
I suggest, to the daily fresh-water °ooding of re-
gions occasioned by the tides in the Persian Gulf.

When the tide was low the river from Eden empty-
ing into the Persian Gulf would drain and expose
the surrounding land. When the tide was high
the river would back up, °ooding the ground near
the Gulf. This regular tidal °ooding is, I suggest,
the physical reality which Genesis 2:6 is describing
when it says \a °ow used to rise from the earth
and water the whole surface of the ground".

This periodically °ooded land would be swamp
or marsh, in which no plants \of the ¯eld" would
naturally grow either. But these swamps could be
easily turned to productive agriculture by the sim-
ple expedient of building lowearthen dikes to block
out the water at high tide and allow controlled ir-
rigation. If the modern slope of the land is any

guide to that which pertained seven millennia ago
then this tidal °ooding may have extended a con-
siderable distance inland from the Persian Gulf.

As much as 500 km north of the Gulf
coastline, the general landscape is still
less than 20 m above sea level, giving a
gradient of 1:25,000.7

Earlier, in the nineteenth century, Lof-

tus was similarly impressed with the lush
greenery of the cultivated gardens in the
palm groves of Qurna [over 100 miles in-
land from where the Shatt al-Arab emp-
ties into the Persian Gulf], and noted
that Gulf tides °owed twenty miles to the
north, thus always giving the impression
that the town was on the sea coast.8

7J.N. Postgate, Early Mesopotamia: Society and Econ-
omy at the Dawn of History (New York: Routledge, 1994),
6.

8Theresa Howard-Carter, \The Tangible Evidence for
the Earliest Dilmun," Journal of Cuneiform Studies 33
(1981): 210{223.

Here again, all that was needed for productive
agriculture was a man to build the dikes and over-
see the irrigation of the land. And this, we are
informed in verse 7, was what God supernaturally
furnished by the creation of Adam.

Thus Genesis 2:5{6 de¯ne the general setting of
the Garden of Eden. These verses tell us that the
setting was one of mixed desert and tidal marsh.

This is precisely what is found in southeastern Iraq
below the con°uence of the Tigris and Euphrates
rivers today.

Conclusion

It is obviously a mistake to suppose that the topog-
raphy and climate of southeastern Iraq is exactly
the same today as it was seven thousand years ago.
Seven thousand years is a very long time, and even
changes which are nearly imperceptible in any indi-
vidual's lifetime can sum to signi¯cant alterations
over such a long time.

But an even greater error is to suppose that the
carefully detailed topography of the Eden region
provided for us in Genesis 2 has no correspon-
dence to the real world today. This is the greater
error because it has the e®ect of muting and dis-
torting the meaning of Genesis 2. Many Chris-
tians, for example, have taken the lack of rain
in Genesis 2:5 to mean that there was no rain-
fall anywhere at all before the Flood. They have
used this mistaken interpretation to help build an
imaginary global \greenhouse" climate in the pre-
Flood world, maintained by an extra-Biblical \va-
por canopy" above Earth's atmosphere. When
Genesis 2 is properly connected to the real world
using the detailed geographical description of the

location of Eden which the Author of Scripture has
been careful to provide, the Biblical basis for the
idea that there was no rainfall before the Flood
simply evaporates.

While the modern topography and climate of
southeastern Iraq cannot be regarded as identi-
cal to those which pertained seven thousand years
ago, the similarities which yet remain to the Eden
region described in Genesis 2 are large and quite
striking. Objective analysis cannot help but con-
clude that the region the Bible calls Eden is essen-
tially the same as the geographical region we refer
to as southeastern Iraq today. ¦
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Biblical Chronology 101

Noah's Flood from Beginning to End

Over the past several years I have worked my
way back through Noah's Flood, slowly discover-

ing more and more about when it happened, what
it was like, and what its physical cause was. I have
published the stages of this odyssey in this publi-
cation as they have unfolded. When read in their
published order these yield a view of the Flood in
reverse chronological order.

It is now possible, for the ¯rst time ever, to
tell the complete geophysical story of the Flood
in proper chronological sequence from beginning to
end. The present \class session" is devoted to that
purpose. This is a review, in correct chronological
order and all together in one place, of what has
been learned over these past many months. I have
provided a large number of \chalkboard sketches"

(my apologies for their roughness) to help us visu-
alize the various Flood phenomena.

The Flood happened 3520§21 B.C. according to
calculations based upon the Masoretic text of the
Old Testament and the missing millennium thesis.9

Secular chronometers corroborate this date cer-
tainly to within plus or minus two centuries.10 The
Flood marks the end of the Chalcolithic in Pales-
tine and the end of the Uruk period in southern
Mesopotamia.11 Civilization, which had its roots
in southern Mesopotamia and had spread through-
out the Near East by 3500 B.C., was abruptly ter-
minated by the Flood.

The root physical cause of the Flood was the
collision of the Earth with a very high speed cos-
mic projectile (Figure 2).12 My best guesstimate
at present is that the projectile was a 50 kilometer

9Gerald E. Aardsma, \Chronology of the Bible: 5000{
3000 B.C.," The Biblical Chronologist 2.4 (July/August
1996): 1{5.

10Gerald E. Aardsma, \Noah's Flood at Elk Lake," The
Biblical Chronologist 2.6 (November/December 1996): 1{13.
Gerald E. Aardsma, \Noah's Flood at Devon Island," The
Biblical Chronologist 3.4 (July/August 1997): 1{16. Ger-
ald E. Aardsma, \Radiocarbon Dating Noah's Flood," The
Biblical Chronologist 3.6 (November/December 1997): 1{11.

11Gerald E. Aardsma, \Research in Progress," The Bibli-
cal Chronologist 1.4 (July/August 1995): 6{10.

12Gerald E. Aardsma, \Space Rock Impacts and Noah's
Flood," The Biblical Chronologist 4.2 (March/April 1998):
1{11.

Figure 2: The Flood projectile hurtling in mo-
ments before impact. (Not to scale; conceptual
only. Tail shown behind projectile is added to give
sense of motion; in real life there would have been
no tail.)

diameter chunk of iron/nickel, similar in composi-
tion to known asteroids. It was probably traveling
in excess of 6£106 meters per second (13 million
miles per hour) immediately prior to impact. The
projectile's very high velocity suggests that it was
not a member of the solar system prior to the im-
pact.

The impact occurred within the Arctic Circle,

on the northwestern coast of Asia. The Kara Sea
may possibly be the impact site.13

The projectile penetrated the atmosphere and
punctured a tunnel to some depth into the earth
before exploding. The explosion released an enor-
mous amount of energy (greater than 2£1015 MT)
at the base of the tunnel, which vaporized the pro-

13Gerald E. Aardsma, \The Cause of Noah's Flood," The
Biblical Chronologist 3.5 (September/October 1997): 12{13,
and Gerald E. Aardsma, \Zoogeography and Noah's Flood,"
The Biblical Chronologist 4.1 (January/February 1998): 1{
7.
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Figure 3: Hot gas jet from Earth moments after
impact. The jet propels the solid earth downwards.
The oceans tend to stay behind because of inertia.
(Not to scale; conceptual only.)

jectile and surrounding earth. The very hot vapor
was ejected back up the tunnel and back out into
space (Figure 3).

The ejection of hot gas at speeds in excess
of Earth's escape velocity persisted for probably
many minutes. This produced a thrust on the
earth, just as the gases ejected from a rocket en-
gine produce a thrust on the rocket. The result
was that the Earth experienced a sustained accel-
eration, ultimately acquiring a new, southerly ve-
locity component in excess of 280 meters per sec-
ond (630 miles per hour).

The physics at this point is familiar to any who
have experienced takeo® in a jet airplane. The
thrust of the jet engines causes the aircraft to ac-
celerate rapidly down the runway. Passengers feel
that they are being pressed back into their seats,
though they actually are being pressed forward by
the back of their seats so their acceleration matches
that of the airplane. Otherwise they would be left
behind.

If you placed an aquarium partially ¯lled with
water on the °oor of the aircraft and watched it
during takeo® you would see the water pile up to-
ward the back of the aquarium (because of inertia)
as the aircraft began to accelerate down the run-
way, even while the aircraft was still horizontal.

The same phenomenon occurred when the earth
was accelerated by the thrust of the very hot gases
escaping into space. The waters of the oceans of
the earth began to °ow toward the impact center
and pile up there because of their inertia. This
resulted in rapid °ooding of much of the northern
hemisphere of the earth.14 After a few hours an
enormous mountain of water had collected above
the north impact pole (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Formation of water mountain over im-
pact site hours after impact due to inertia of
oceans. Arrows show ocean currents (relative to

solid earth) set up by the acceleration of the earth.
(Not to scale; conceptual only.)

Eventually the water mountain began to col-
lapse under its own weight. The result was an
enormous re°ected pulse of water. This rapidly de-
veloped into a globe-circling, giant tsunami rush-
ing toward the south at tsunami speeds (Figure 5).

14Gerald E. Aardsma, \Research in Progress," The Bibli-
cal Chronologist 4.1 (January/February 1998): 11{16.
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Figure 5: World-circling Flood tsunami resulting
from re°ected water pulse hours after impact. Ar-
rows show direction of water °ow. (Not to scale;
conceptual only.)

Within 24 hours of the impact the initial motion
of the water of the oceans had largely ceased|
the water mountain had collapsed and the Flood
tsunami had dissipated (Figure 6). But much
of the water of the southern oceans had drained
away to the north and the northern hemisphere
remained °ooded.

This water pro¯le persisted for some 150 days.
It was maintained by the gravitational attraction
of the inner core of the earth which had left its
normal central position and risen to the mantle as
a result of the acceleration of the earth at the start
of the Flood. The inner core remained pinned in
its o®-center position by the motion of the outer

core °uids which surrounded it (Figure 7).

One hundred ¯fty days|nearly ¯ve months|
later, the outer core °uid had slowed su±ciently
for the inner core to begin its slow descent back to
the center of the earth. As it fell the Flood dimin-
ished in the northern impact hemisphere and the
southern oceans began to ¯ll toward their normal

level once again.

The descent of the inner core proceeded slowly,

Figure 6: Static water pro¯le, with most of north-
ern hemisphere entirely under water, one or two
days following impact, due to the displacement of
the inner core of the earth to the mantle. (Not to
scale; conceptual only.)

but by a year following the impact the inner core
and the water of Earth's oceans were pretty much
back to normal (Figure 8). The principal resid-
ual e®ect of the Flood was that the plant, and
especially the animal populations of the northern
biosphere had been devastated and would need to
start up again pretty much from scratch.15

A Personal Note

This, I believe, is an accurate outline of what hap-
pened at the time of Noah's Flood. I have called
this view of the Flood the hemispherical Flood
model since only one hemisphere of the earth was
°ooded in this view.16 While this scienti¯c model
yet requires a great deal of quantitative tuning, I
am aware of no data at present, either Biblical or
secular, which this basic model fails to satisfy. I

15Gerald E. Aardsma, \Zoogeography and Noah's Flood,"
The Biblical Chronologist 4.1 (January/February 1998): 1{
7.

16Gerald E. Aardsma, \The Cause of Noah's Flood," The
Biblical Chronologist 3.5 (September/October 1997): 1{14.
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Figure 7: Full Flood pro¯le persists for roughly 150
days as inner core is held pinned against mantle by
rising plume of outer core °uid. The °uid was set
in motion by the rising of the inner core. (Scale
diagram.)

am also aware of no other scienti¯c model of the
Flood which is able to make this claim (includ-
ing the very popular \model" within academia at

present that the Flood never happened).
The elucidation of the hemispherical Flood

model, with its supporting Biblical and secular
data, amounts to the discovery of Noah's Flood in
history. This is a discovery of major proportions,
and one which a®ects many ¯elds (Figure 9). I
would like to report at this point that these many
¯elds have eagerly awaited this discovery and are
even now actively reaping the bene¯ts of it. But
this is far from the truth. It was nearly ¯fty years
after Gregor Mendel published the laws of inheri-
tance that the world became aware of his discovery.

I fear at times that the discovery of the overlooked
millennium in 1 Kings 6:1 and all that logically
°ows from it|including, most recently, the hemi-
spherical Flood model|may break his record.

There are several problems making communica-
tion of the discovery of Noah's Flood in history
very di±cult at present. Of highest rank is the
fact that one must respect the integrity and value

Figure 8: A year following the impact the inner
core and water have returned to normal. But the
biosphere of the northern impact hemisphere (in-
cluding humanity) has been wiped out and must
start over. (Not to scale.)

of both the Bible and the secular data|especially
the chronological data|to arrive at this discovery.
I have found that the great majority of contempo-

rary scholars, both Christian and non-Christian,
hold debilitating prejudices in at least one of these
two areas.

A second problem, for me, is that I have very
little time available at present to devote to the task

of winning general acceptance of the hemispherical
Flood model. The task of discovering the truth is
separate from the task of communicating the truth.
In the present case both are more than full-time
occupations. I have had to choose at each stage of
my research whether to focus on communicating
the truth which has already been found to that
point, to win general acceptance of it, or to press
on toward further discovery.

My choice has consistently been the latter. I
have, of course, felt a responsibility to adequately
document what has been found|hence the book
explaining the missing millennium thesis17 and

17Gerald E. Aardsma, A New Approach to the Chronology
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Figure 9: There are many implications of the Flood impact beyond its obvious Biblical and archae-
ological ones. This sketch, for example, shows how the plane of Earth's orbit about the sun would
have been tilted by the new velocity acquired by the earth at the time of the Flood. This has obvious
astronomical and potential climatic implications. (Not to scale.)

this bimonthly publication, The Biblical Chronol-
ogist, recording the discoveries °owing from that
thesis as they are made. And I have certainly
been willing to do whatever I reasonably could to
communicate to a wider audience the discoveries
which have already been made. But I have con-
sistently felt, before the Lord, that my personal
primary responsibility is to discover and document
the truth, rather than trying to communicate it to
the masses.

This may change in the future. My goal of many
years has been to harmonize Biblical and secular
chronologies of earth history from the present back
to the beginning of the Creation. When I began
to work on this goal a seemingly wide gulf of seven
Biblical/historical books (Genesis through Judges)

separated me from it. Now this goal is just six
short chapters in Genesis away. It seems possible
the goal may soon be reached and that I might
then have more time to devote to the problem of
communicating all that has been found.

But such a change of emphasis would obviously
be inappropriate at this time|pre-Flood Biblical
chronology remains to be solved and I must press
on with the discovery process. While only six short
chapters in Genesis stand between meand the goal,
these chapters pose some seemingly monumental
problems for Biblical chronology. The problems of
the antiquity of man, the age of the earth, and the
age of the cosmos lie here. These problems have
staggered and crippled Christian apologetics for

of Biblical History from Abraham to Samuel, 2nd ed. (Loda
IL: Aardsma Research and Publishing, 1993).

well over a century now. They need to be solved.
Now is no time to let up on the research.

The mystery of theFlood is solved. The mystery
of the Creation lies before us. Let us press on. ¦
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